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23 August 2020 
 
 
 
Mr David Shoebridge MLC 
Chairperson 
Public Accountability Committee 
NSW Parliament 
SYDNEY  NSW  2000 
 
 
 
Dear Mr Shoebridge 

On behalf of the member Councils of Namoi Unlimited, below is a submission to the inquiry into the 
integrity, efficacy and value for money of NSW Government grant programs. 

In general if integrity means the quality of being honest, and the application of h igh moral principles, the 
identified programs in your inquiry have afforded Councils an opportunity to access funding for community 
facilities and infrastructure not seen previously, and having dedicated funding programs for regional NSW 
needs to continue.  The focus on regional NSW should remain part of the moral principles or compass of 
any future NSW Government. 

Efficacy is the ability to fulfil a desired intent or result and again, the member Councils of Namoi Unlimited 
believes in general that these programs have contributed to the development of key community and 
business infrastructure required to develop economies and support communities.  

The requirement for projects to demonstrate value for money as part of their application process, should 
give your committee comfort that Regional NSW teams have made this assessment according to the 
guidelines. 

More specifically, comments are provided below on the areas of focus in the Committee’s Terms of 
Reference; 

 The range and availability of funding programs,  

Whilst in general Councils have been afforded a number of opportunities to apply for funding for a 
range of infrastructure related programs, funding is dedicated to the building of facilities, and whilst 
Namoi Unlimited acknowledges that this is critical to jobs and business development if the funding is 
expended locally, these programs do not assist groups like Joint Organisations develop regional 
responses and projects. 

Namoi Unlimited supports the development of an avenue within these funding programs that enable 
Joint Organisations to address the key role given to Joint Organisations by the NSW Government, that is 
strategic regional priorities and the plans to achieve them, inter-governmental relations and leadership. 

 The manner in which grants are determined, including: the oversight of funding determinations, 
the transparency of decision making under grants schemes, the independence of the assessment 
of projects, the role of Members of Parliament in proposing projects for funding, the scope of 
Ministers’ discretion in determining which projects are approved, measures necessary to ensure 
the integrity of grants schemes and public confidence in the allocation of public money. 






